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 II. KANTS RESPECT FOR PERSONS

 ANDREAS TEUBER

 University of Washington

 For some political theorists political philosophy is a branch of moral
 philosophy. The one is not to be had without the other. On the most

 usual interpretation of this view moral philosophy is believed to precede
 political philosophy. As different as the political theories of Robert

 Nozick and John Rawls are, they both share this same initial assump-
 tion. As Nozick has written, "Moral philosophy sets the background for

 and the boundaries of political philosophy."'

 Such talk, of course, is not new. If Rawls and Nozick share this

 assumption, they share it with Locke, Rousseau, and Kant. In Rawls,
 political principles of justice are joined with a certain conception of

 ourselves as moral persons. The theory is meant to establish a connec-

 tion between the model-conception of a moral person and principles of
 justice. It is constructed in such a way that a conception of the moral
 person underlies the politics. Kant makes much of this relation in

 Eternal Peace, in which he argues that "true politics cannot take a single
 step without first paying homage to morals."2

 Nozick's starting point, though nonpolitical, is far from nonmoral.

 Persons in a state of nature share certain characteristics in virtue of

 which they are constrained from treating one another in certain ways.
 "What persons may and may not do to one another limits what they may

 do through the apparatus of a state."3 The political theory begins by
 specifying a certain conception of the moral person, which determines
 whatever legitimacy the state's coercive power may have. Not only is
 Nozick's political theory similar to Rawls's in the way in which it is

 A UTHOR'S NOTE: An earlier version of this article was presented to the Philosophy
 Colloquium at the University of Washington, Seattle, March 10, 1978. For criticisms of an
 earlier draft, I am grateful to Amelie Rorty, Richard Flathman, and Paul Dietrichson.
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 constructed (the political philosophy is based upon and shaped by the

 moral philosophy), his conception of the moral person is also highly
 Kantian in nature. This remains true in spite of Nozick's heavy reliance

 on Locke and state-of-nature theory. Nozick's side constraints and

 Lockean rights express a minimal respect for persons and reflect the
 Kantian principle: "Act in such a way that you always treat humanity,
 whether in your own person or in the person of any other, never simply
 as a means, but always at the same time as an end." Indeed both Rawls

 and Nozick believe that they have captured the sense of Kant's second

 formula of the categorical imperative. Each argues that his root concep-
 tion of the moral person provides the best possible interpretation of

 Kant's injunction to treat persons as ends, never merely as means.

 In A Theory of Justice Rawls argues that his "difference principle"
 gives a "more plausible rendering"4 to the Kantian principle than any
 interpretation that might be given to it from a purely utilitarian stand-

 point. Rawls: "The principle of utility, one might say, treats persons
 both as means and as ends. It treats them as ends by assigning the same

 weight to the welfare of each; it treats persons as means by allowing the
 benefits to counter-balance the losses of others, especially when those
 who lost out are the less advantaged. "5 Set alongside the utilitarian view,
 Rawls argues that the difference principle "provides a stronger interpre-

 tation of the Kantian idea by ruling out even the tendency to regard men

 as means to one another's welfare"6 (emphasis added).
 In Anarchy, State, and Utopia Nozick makes much the same claim

 for his notion of side constraints. Side constraints, he has written,

 "reflect the underlying Kantian principle that individuals are ends and
 not merely means."7 Having staked out his claim to the Kantian idea,

 Nozick argues, echoing Rawls's complaint against utilitarianism that
 Rawls's theory and Rawls's difference principle do "not take seriously

 the distinction between persons."8 As Nozick says, "people will wonder
 whether any reconstruction of Kant that treats people's abilities and
 talents as resources for others can be adequate."9 As far as he is con-

 cerned, Rawls's difference principle shows a lack of respect for persons,
 and fails to express sufficient appreciation for Kant's principle always
 to treat persons as ends and never as means only. Echoing Nozick,

 echoing Rawls, echoing Kant, more should be said to illuminate this talk
 of means and ends.
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 What is Kant's idea of respect for persons, of treating persons as ends
 and never as means only, to which both Rawls and Nozick wish to stake
 out a claim? As Kant wrote in the Foundations, "In the realm of ends,
 everything has either a price or a dignity. Whatever has a price can be
 replaced by something else as its equivalent; on the other hand, whatever
 is above all price, and therefore admits of no equivalent, has a dignity. "'0
 Persons are owed respect in virtue of their dignity, a dignity that "admits
 of no equivalent." I do not respect someone because he happens to
 measure up to some external standard I have set for worthy individuals;
 I do not respect him because his presence in the world is especially
 pleasing to me; nor do I respect him because he contributes to the

 realization of certain projects I consider especially worthwhile. I respect
 him for the being he is, simply, so. The respect is for the person as an
 end-in-himself, "an end moreover," as Kant says "for which no other can
 be substituted. "" I In this sense it appears I am to respect a person for his
 or her singularity or, as Kant would say, for his or her incomparable
 worth. The biggest problem with putting the matter this way is the
 problem we face trying to make sense of it, since on this view of respect it
 seems I cannot base my respect for another person on any particular
 human characteristics that person shares with anybody else. If I base my
 respect for another person on characteristics he shares with other per-
 sons, his worth will no longer be incomparable. If I respect someone in
 virtue of characteristics, even very valuable characteristics, that he
 shares with other persons, I base my respect on characteristics in virtue
 of which all persons can be viewed as equivalent and any one person can
 stand in for-be replaced by-any other. On this analysis I respect you,
 value you, as an instance for some general type-an analysis that would
 seem to preclude respecting you, valuing you, as such. But, as Kant says,
 each person possesses a dignity that "admits of no equivalent" and is to
 be respected as an end "for which no other can be substituted."

 Since the dignity in virtue of which each person is owed respect
 cannot be grounded, on Kant's view, "by quoting its price,"'92 his
 account would seem to leave the idea of respect without rational founda-
 tion. Reasons must, by definition, have application outside the particu-
 lar case. If we offer a reason for our respect for a person, we appeal to
 something outside, over and above the individual himself and thereby
 defeat the sense in which our respect is owed to the unique individual,
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 and turn what is supposed to have intrinsic worth into a species of
 relative worth. Perhaps the most obvious way to try to understand what
 Kant meant by the incomparable and intrinsic worth of each person is to
 compare it to that sense in which the beauty of a work of art is sometimes
 considered intrinsic to it.

 There is a common theme in much writing and thinking about the
 nature of art, which holds that the standards of making aesthetic judg-
 ments are set by the work of art itself. We judge a work of art on its own
 terms, as it were. The standards by which we make our judgments are
 not given independently of the work. As Stuart Hampshire has written,

 The artist did not set himself to create beauty, but some particular thing. The
 canons of success and failure, of perfection and imperfection, are in this sense
 internal to the work itself . . . anything whatever may be picked out as an object of
 aesthetic interest-anything which when attended to carefully and apart altogether
 from its uses provides, by the arrangement of its elements and their suggestion to
 the imagination, some peculiar satisfaction of its own.'3

 What Hampshire says here is strikingly similar to Kant's account of
 beauty in the Critique of Aesthetic Judgment. Kant argues that to try to
 come up with "a principle which shall furnish by means of definite
 concepts, a universal criterion of the beautiful, is fruitless."'4 Or as he
 says in several other passages in the Critique,

 There can be no objective rule of taste which shall determine by means of concepts
 what is beautiful.'5

 If we judge objects merely according to concepts, then all representation of beauty
 is lost. Thus there can be no rule according to which anyone is to be forced to
 recognize anything as beautiful. We cannot press upon others by the aid of any
 reasons for fundamental propositions our judgment that a coat, a house, or a
 flower is beautiful.'6

 For Kant something is beautiful not because it has a particular charm or
 gives rise to a particular emotion, nor because of its utility, nor because
 of its answering to some overriding purpose. The work of art is self-
 contained. It "pleases immediately"'7 and "apart from any interest."'8
 To formulate a rule in virtue of which a particular work of art is to be
 judged beautiful destroys the purity of the work. Just as "its purity is
 injured by the combination with the good,"'9 so is the beauty of a
 building injured which "presupposes a concept of the purpose which
 determines what the thing is to be."20
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 Now it is tempting to compare Kant's remarks here with his remarks

 on respect for persons. Like aesthetic judgments, respect is disinterested

 and is given apart from any consideration for the usefulness of its

 objects. To formulate an ideal of humanity or list certain basic charac-

 teristics of human nature in virtue of which an individual is owed respect

 would-on the analogy of aesthetic judgments-be to "presuppose a
 concept of a purpose which determines what the thing is to be," and thus

 turn what has intrinsic worth into something of relative worth. As I said,
 it is tempting to make these comparisons; but Kant does not link the

 notion of respect with the concept of beauty. In spite of the numerous

 parallels that can be drawn between the unique nature of a work of art

 and the intrinsic worth of a person, for Kant respect has much stronger
 affinities with another idea: the sublime. Beauty is, for Kant, intimately

 bound up with the faculty of understanding, whereas the sublime is

 bound up with the faculty of reason: "The experience of sublimity has a
 much closer relation to morals, since here it is reason, that is, the moral

 will itself, which is active in the experience. "2' Beauty is the experience of
 a harmony between the imagination and the understanding; the sublime

 is the experience of an intense and agonizing tension between the

 universal reach of reason and the failure of the imagination to grasp
 totally what lies within reason's compass. Thus, while the experience of

 beauty is given in terms of the object or work of art itself, the experience
 of the sublime transcends the objects that give rise to it. Writing about
 Kant's theory of art, Iris Murdoch explains:

 What is vast and formless in nature, or vast and powerful and terrifying, can

 occasion a sense of sublimity, provided we are not actually afraid. A mountain-

 range, a starry sky, the stormy sea, a great waterfall-these things give us the

 sublime.22

 Now if it is these things in nature that give rise to the sublime, what in the
 person occasions respect? In a much-quoted passage from the Critique
 of Practical Reason, Kant confesses:

 Two things fill the mind with ever new and increasing admiration and awe, the

 oftener and more steadily they are reflected on: the starry heavens above me and the

 moral law within me.23

 The feeling of the sublime in the presence of "the starry heavens" is a
 feeling which "renders inevitable the supremacy of our cognitive facul-
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 ties on the rational side over the greatest faculty of sensibility,"124 for the
 feeling of the sublime is the recognition of a rational order imposed by

 reason along with the simultaneous recognition that the exercise of "the

 greatest faculty of sensibility" cannot satisfy the requirements of reason.
 "The starry heavens" and "the moral law"-one occasions feelings of

 the sublime, the other, feelings of respect. But what for Kant is so

 awe-inspiring about the starry heavens, and so respect-worthy about the

 moral law? Well, for one thing, respect is like the experience of the
 sublime in that respect for the moral law is, for Kant, a recognition of the
 requirements of reason, "as a determining principle of the will," together

 with the realization that our sensible nature can never achieve on its own

 or by itself what our rational nature dictates. As in feelings of the

 sublime our sensible nature is defeated; we pay our respects, but now
 without some feelings of pain.

 The moral law, as a determining principle of the will, must by thwarting all our
 inclinations produce a feeling which may be called pain.25

 We are awed by the absolute nature of reason's requirements and in this

 light the moral law "awakes respect for itself'26 and is "positive."t27 But
 insofar as "the moral law inevitably humbles every man when he com-
 pares it with the physical propensities of his nature,"128 it reveals itself to

 us in another light and its effect upon us is "merely negative."29

 "The starry heavens" occasion an experience of the sublime that is

 ultimately an experience of an awakening, an awakening to our rational

 nature, but it is also an experience of failure, the failure of our imagina-
 tion to sense things in their totality. So, too, the moral law occasions

 respect by awakening us to "the sublimity of our nature (in its higher
 aspect), while at the same time it shows us the want of accord of our

 conduct with it, and thereby strikes down self-conceit. "30 Both experien-
 ces, of the sublime and of respect, have this "push-pull" quality about
 them. I am simultaneously exhilarated and distressed, inspired and

 humiliated, uplifted and struck down.

 III

 The experience of being simultaneously pulled in two different direc-

 tions is explained in Kant's philosophy by his dual perspective of human
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 beings. Insofar as I am uplifted by the moral law, I am made aware of
 that side of my nature in which reason is active; insofar as I am humbled
 by the moral law, I am made aware of that side in which the emotions are
 active. To each side Kant attaches a value-one positive, the other
 negative. "The negative effect on feeling (unpleasantness)," the exper-
 ience of being humbled, according to Kant, "is pathological, like every
 influence on feeling, and like every feeling generally ... but with reference
 to the positive source of this humiliation, the law, it is respect for it."'31 In
 what sense, then, does it make sense to speak of a respect for persons as a
 respect for the person as such, when the respect that is shown is only for
 one aspect of the person himself?

 Indeed, given Kant's metaphysics, it is difficult to grasp in what sense
 the moral law can be said to reside within us, since it attaches to an
 aspect of our being which is totally unconnected with our concrete
 existence. The moral law is so awe-inspiring, Kant says, "inasmuch as it
 makes us conscious of the sublimity of our own super-sensible exist-
 ence."32 Our actual existence is not so awe-inspiring; indeed, it is a
 source of humiliation to us. Thus it emerges that respect for the person is
 not for the person as a concrete, phenomenal individual; the actual
 characteristics and capacities of a person do not occasion respect. What
 deserves respect (Kant sometimes says "demands" respect) is "no other
 than the pure moral itself."33 What, we might ask, has happened to the
 idea of respect for persons as a respect for the individuals they are, for
 them as ends-in-themselves, of being of incomparable worth, for whom
 there can be no substitute, who are unique and irreplaceable? Well, Kant
 retains all of this but only by what we now call a sleight of hand.

 The person is an end-in-himself, but only insofar as he has within him
 something that is itself an end-in-itself. An individual is only of incom-
 parable worth insofar as he has within him something of incomparable
 worth. Each person is unique and irreplaceable only insofar as each
 person has within him something that is unique and for which there can
 be no substitute. What is unique and irreplaceable in the person? Well, it
 is the moral law, of course; and instead of respect for the person as such
 we have respect for the moral law as such.

 So we actually pay our respects to that which in ourselves and others
 is unique and end-in-itself. It is the moral law, practically active, in
 virtue of which respect is owed and which alone has "'absolute worth."
 But now it looks as if Kant is singling out a general characteristic of
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 human beings, the promulgation of and obedience to the moral law.

 Rather than offering a defense of valuing the individual as an individual

 or as such, Kant is saying that we ought to respect a person only insofar

 as he can be said to have a rational nature. The extent to which Kant is

 singling out a general characteristic in virtue of which respect is owed to
 a person and not making a case for respecting the person for himself, is
 evident from the following passage from The Doctrine of Virtue:

 By a lie, a man throws away and, as it were annihilates his dignity as a man. A man
 who himself does not believe what he tells another... has even less worth than if he

 were a mere thing. For a thing, as something real and given, has the property of

 being serviceable and another person can make some use of it. But the man who

 communicates his thoughts to someone in words which yet (intentionally) contain

 the contrary to what he thinks ... renounces his personality and makes himself a

 mere deceptive appearance of man, not man himself.34

 Here Kant has painted a picture of someone's losing his dignity by
 failing to live up to the requirements of practical reason. By failing to
 measure up to the standard in virtue of which he has a dignity, he

 "annihilates his dignity," and therein, we can suppose, also loses our
 respect (he certainly no longer deserves our respect). What is valued,
 what has "absolute worth," is not the individual himself, but the moral

 law in its practical employment and it is this which makes a person a

 man, which is his essence, in Kant's words: "his personality." By refusing
 to submit to the dictates of practical reason, a human being ceases to be

 a human being, loses his essence, and becomes a "mere deceptive

 appearance" of a human being. What has "no equivalent" is not the

 person himself, but the moral law. If a person does not give in to the

 moral law, his "person" disappears. A person might be especially loving,
 especially kind, especially able to listen attentively to others, and to be

 compassionate but, although these are nice qualities for a human being
 to have, they are not necessary to his essence as a human being. They are
 contingent, accidental features, which are replaceable. Were a particular
 individual, for instance, to substitute an insensitivity to the sufferings of

 others with a capacity for loving kindness, his moral worth as a human
 being, according to Kant, would neither increase nor decrease. But there

 can be no substitute for our rational nature. As Kenneth Henley has

 written, "our rational nature cannot be replaced by an equivalent, since
 there is no such thing as a different rational nature."35 It is not so much

 that each individual is a unique human being; rather it is reason that is
 unique. There are as many different kinds of animal nature as there are
 individual persons, some inclined this way, some that, some capable of
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 this, some of that; but there is only one rational nature. The individual

 who is owed respect is not the individual of whom there can be many

 different individuals, but "a very special kind of individual"36-reason

 itself. On Kant's view of human beings as made up of a noumenal and
 phenomenal existence, man's phenomenal existence is replaceable. The

 sense in which I may respect an individual as an individual, for the
 individual he is, may indeed have value, but according to Kant, it cannot

 have absolute value. There is only one thing of absolute value and that is

 the moral law.
 But now, we might wonder, can concrete phenomenal human beings,

 active in the world, participate or share in some of the absolute worth of

 the moral law? Since the moral law is found within me, can I bask in its
 light, or pick up some of the respect owed to it? Can some of its absolute

 worth rub off on me? From the passage quoted from the Doctrine of

 Virtue one might expect something of this sort from Kant, since there he

 seems to be saying that people can lose their dignity by failing to follow,
 live up to the demands of reason, and so if people can lose their dignity,

 might they not also be able to gain in dignity, become more dignified, by

 virtue of their standing to reason, so to speak, that is, by consistently
 adhering to the requirements of practical reason? The problem with this

 conclusion for Kant is that, were this possible, persons would vary in

 moral worth. Since the demands of reason are harsh and some are better

 able constitutionally to stand up to them, our respect is owed to the

 moral law itself and not to any particular demonstration of moral virtue.

 IV

 What are we to make of this analysis of a respect for persons? First,
 and most often, the complaint is lodged that the entire analysis rests on a

 metaphysics that "where not unintelligible [is] certainly false."37 As a conse-
 quence of Kant's sharp separation of a person's actual nature from his

 rational nature, it becomes very difficult to understand in what sense, if
 any, it is possible to identify the capacity for moral worth as being in the

 possession of any particular, concrete individual. Since a person's

 capacity for moral worth takes place outside of his phenomenal exist-
 ence, those empirical considerations, or contingencies, those sorts of

 characteristics, by which you and I come to recognize one another for

 the persons we are, are to no avail when it comes to characterizing one
 another as moral agents. The ground for recognizing the capacity for

 moral worth has no empirical basis whatsoever, and so the normal
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 means for establishing whether a particular human being is a capable
 human being are not at our disposal. The characteristic in virtue of which

 respect is owed is a transcendental characteristic.

 But, "where not unintelligible," Kant's exclusion of any and all
 contingencies from the sense in which persons can be considered to be

 moral agents is "certainly false." The sense in which we generally regard
 an individual as morally responsible always includes some empirical
 considerations of one kind or another. Children, for example, are
 generally regarded as less responsible from a moral point of view in the
 light of certain psychological and physical characteristics, which have
 yet to reach their full development. If "to hold a man responsible for his

 actions is presumably the central case of treating him as a moral
 agent,"38 then clearly empirical considerations are relevant to questions
 of moral agency, for to hold a man responsible for his actions is to have

 determined the degree to which he has control over them, and it is
 impossible to imagine how one could determine that without bringing in
 empirical considerations. As Bernard Williams has written, "it seems
 empty to say that all men are equal as moral agents, when the question,
 for instance, of men's responsibility for their actions is one to which
 empirical considerations are clearly relevant."39

 A second and related difficulty arising out of Kant's metaphysical
 scheme is his equally sharp separation of the rational from the emo-
 tional side of human nature. Relegated as they are to man's phenomenal
 existence, the emotions are part of an individual's phenomenal being,
 and his particular emotional make-up is contingent. Indeed, as we saw
 earlier, our moral worth lies partly in the overcoming, the thwarting of
 this side of ourselves. Kant admits in the Critique that "it is a very
 beautiful thing to do good to men from love of them and from sympa-
 thetic good will but . .. this is not suitable to our position amongst
 rational beings as men."40 To do out of love what reason requires is to
 usurp the supreme position of the moral law, to put ourselves above it, in
 Kant's words, "to revolt from it in spirit."41 To do out of love what
 reason requires would be, as Kant says, "to set the determining principle
 of our will, even though the law be conformed to, [some place] other
 than in the law itself."42 To do out of love what reason requires is in fact a
 sign of disrespect for the law, a sign of our disobedience. As Kant says,
 "respect signifies simply the subordination of my will to a law."'43 "We
 stand under a discipline of reason, and in all our maxims must not forget
 our subjection to it ... and must not presumptuously reject the authority
 of the moral law."44 Kant draws the contrast between reason and the
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 emotions so sharply that feelings are not even allowed by him to sup-
 plement our respect for the moral law. Thus even feelings of good will

 are considered by Kant as pathological and as potentially undermining
 the "discipline of reason."

 Feelings of compassion and of tender-hearted sympathy would even be a nuisance

 to those thinking on the right lines, because they would throw into confusion their

 well-considered maxims and provoke the desire to be released from these.45

 But now, just as it was difficult to conceive of moral agency without
 bringing in empirical considerations, it is difficult to accept a view of
 morality that so completely excludes the human emotions. In fact, a
 morality that is solely carried out under "a discipline of reason" without
 even the slightest touch of emotion, seems dry and brittle, almost
 inhuman.

 The consequences of Kant's refusal to allow the emotions to play any
 role at all in assessing the moral worth of a person can be made most

 dramatically by constructing an actual example of someone's acting in
 this way, solely, as it were, "under a discipline of reason." Imagine, for

 example, that my car breaks down in a neighborhood where it just

 happens someone lives whom I know. It is raining hard as I knock on my
 friend's door. When he opens it, I explain that my car has broken down
 up the road. I ask if I may come in, dry off, and call a garage. My friend
 complains that he has just had the house cleaned, that he is in the middle
 of a very exciting chapter of a novel he is reading, but that "duty calls, do
 come in and use the telephone," adding that, of course, he would do the

 same for anyone in similar circumstances. Two responses would seem to
 be in order. One: "Don't you recognize me; it's me, your friend?" And
 two: "Well, if you really have to go so far out of your way, please do not
 trouble yourself, perhaps someone up the street will help." The point is
 that someone who does not enjoy doing his duty, for whom duty is only
 a chore, who refuses to acknowledge the presence of the particular
 individual to whom help is being given, someone who cares only for his
 duty, and not for the person to whom help is being given in the name of
 duty (preoccupied as he is exclusively with the moral law) appears cold
 and indifferent to the needs and sufferings of others.

 This example of an unenthusiastic yet duty-bound neighbor closely

 parallels the example of Mrs. Solness in Ibsen's Hedda Gabler (recalled
 by Peter Winch in his essay "Moral Integrity"), who says, when Hilda
 Wangel arrives at the Solnesses's house as a guest, in splendid Kantian
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 tones, "I'll do my best for you. That's no more than my duty."46 To

 which Winch responds rhetorically, "May we not quite well regard the
 relative lack of spontaneity ... as a moral failing?"47

 In many situations we want more than duty, narrowly conceived; we

 would also like some show of human kindness, or some indication that

 our sufferings are recognized; as Bernard Williams has said, "not the
 benefits of universal law, but some human gesture."48 Kant, of course,
 did not deny the existence of human gestures; what he did deny was that
 human gestures had anything to do with morality. Kant, therefore,

 could very well acknowledge that to receive the benefits of some human

 gesture may indeed be comforting; but he would say that, although some

 human gestures might make the effects of doing one's duty seem less

 harsh, they could never make one's duty more worthy. This leads to an

 "uncomfortable dilemma" for, as Bernard Williams says,

 either the recipient ought to prefer the ministrations of the moral man to the human

 gesture, which seems a mildly insane requirement; or alternatively, if it be admitted

 that it is perfectly proper and rational of the recipient to have the preference he has,

 the value of moral men becomes an open question, and we can reasonably entertain

 the proposal that we should not seek to produce moral men, or very many of them,

 but rather those, whatever their inconsistencies, who make the human gesture.49

 By banishing the emotions from the province of morality so completely,

 Kant is unable to distinguish clearly between someone who is dispas-

 sionate and someone who lacks passion, between someone who acts

 impersonally and someone who acts without any personality at all. It is
 just not obvious that someone who treats another person well by subor-
 dinating his will to a law is worthy of any greater respect than someone

 who treats another well out of compassion and as the result of some
 human gesture.

 V

 Why did Kant banish human gestures so completely from the prov-
 ince of morality? For one thing, he seems to have believed that morality

 was too important to be allowed to depend on something that was itself
 so undependable. Human emotions come and go; one day an individual

 may be in the mood to care, but on the next, he may not, as for example,
 in the case of the neighborhood friend whose help was required on the
 spur of the moment. Under "a discipline of reason," morality is much
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 more reliable; whether one is in the right mood or not no longer enters
 into it. Anyway, even though someone cared about others and acted out
 of great love toward them, doing exactly those things one would expect
 of a person acting under "a discipline of reason," Kant would still want
 to know "What if he ceased to care?" and "Is it not the case that he ought
 to care?"50 This last question is, of course, rhetorical, and an affirmative
 answer to it expresses perfectly Kant's conviction that morality must not
 rest (cannot be made to depend) on individuals'caring about the sorts of
 things morality is about. One ought to do what one ought to do whether
 one cares to or not. From which Kant seems to have further concluded
 that morality must have nothing whatsoever to do with what people care
 about, and that the demands morality makes of us have nothing to do
 with the sorts of things people have cared about, do care about, or will
 ever care about.

 For Kant, human feelings are part of "the physical propensities of
 human nature,"5' and as such we are subject to them. A person might be
 moved to feel compassion for another, but the inclination to be so
 moved is no different from the physical causes and effects on inanimate
 things. Feelings happen to us. The peculiar worth of human beings,
 however, is to be located in "the privilege ... of participating in the
 giving of universal laws"; i.e., in being "free as regards all laws of
 physical nature,"52 rather than in being law-governed. Again, Kant
 distinguished sharply (too sharply) between the emotions, which are
 passively experienced, and reason, which is freely given. But some
 emotions have this quality of "happening to us" more than others.
 Jealousy, for one, has this effect; indeed, it can seem as if our jealousy is
 experiencing us, rather than that we are experiencing it. But caring for
 someone does not come (or does not often come) with the same inten-
 sity, nor is it so far out of our control. Dispositions like a sensitivity to
 others do not really happen to us at all. We can at times be overcome
 with grief, as we can suddenly be gripped by anger, but rarely are we
 overcome with a sensitivity to the sufferings and feelings of others. A
 sensitivity to the sufferings of others is something that persons can
 cultivate within themselves, and so it is not completely unheard of for
 persons to remind themselves on certain occasions to be a little more
 sensitive to the wants and needs of other persons, encouraging them-
 selves, as it were, to feel more one way than another. Because of the
 sharpness with which he distinguishes reason from passion, active on the
 one hand, passive on the other, by understanding all emotions, feelings,
 and inclinations on a model of physical forces, Kant believes that
 feelings "cannot be commanded."53 Again, this is more true of some
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 feelings than others. I cannot command myself to be suddenly stricken
 with grief or aroused by jealousy. But Kant misses the extent to which I
 can cultivate certain feelings and dispositions. They are not at my
 immediate command, perhaps; "Be sensitive! Be more loving!" do
 sound odd as commands, but just because I cannot become more loving
 simply by some pure movement of the will, it does not follow that I
 cannot choose to become more loving. To insist that I cannot is to make
 "an unimpeded leap of the will"54 into the model of autonomy and to
 conceive of freedom in the same extreme manner as the emotions are
 conceived when viewed exclusively as physicalforces.

 Kant's view does not merely come close to these extremes; too often,
 it embraces them. As he wrote in the Critique, "It is not in the power of
 any man to love anyone at command,"55 by which he does not mean that
 the command "be loving" sounds odd, but rather that insofar as love is a
 feeling, a passion, a human inclination, it is not the sort of thing that can
 be commanded. A man cannot command himself to love, according to
 Kant, in the same way that a man cannot command the stars. The
 emotions are not in our control. They lie so far outside of the realm in
 which our autonomy is active that we should not try to cultivate any
 feelings whatsoever. Quite the contrary, we should be rid of them
 altogether; it ought to be, Kant says, "the universal wish of every
 rational being. . . to free himself completely from them. "56

 Not only is Kant mistaken in his view that love cannot be
 commanded-a mistake he made by insisting upon so exclusive a dis-
 junction between the inclinations as passive and reason as active; he also
 misses the extent to which it is, perhaps, not such a bad thing that we can
 and often do act from motives not fully at our command or totally
 within our control. By having the sublimity of man's nature rest on his
 freedom, "as regards all laws of physical nature," obeying those "only
 which he himself gives," Kant paints a picture of the morally admirable
 man as someone who is always in command and in control of himself.
 To the extent that he is in control and free, he is seen as having absolute
 worth and as being worthy of respect; to the extent that he suffers and is
 moved, he has only conditional worth and is not especially worthy of
 respect. Man has dignity as a rational creature; what he undergoes,
 suffers, is without dignity. Our feelings are "external" to our essence.57
 For Kant, we are necessarily subject to our feelings, and it is never as a
 subject that a person has "any sublimity in him."
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 There is not, indeed, any sublimity in him so far as he is subject to the moral law;

 but in as much as in regard to that very law he is likewise a legislator ... he has
 sublimity.58

 Now, quite apart from the fact stressed earlier that this way of think-
 ing "involves a false and inhuman view of the passions themselves

 as blind, causal forces or merely animal characteristics,"59 it makes
 rational control out to be the one and only thing that is worthy of respect

 in a person. What's so respect-worthy about that? The sole source of

 moral worth is in that aspect of our being that is under or within our

 conscious control, ruling out a priori "most forms of spontaneity. "60 Is it
 obvious that someone who exercises this kind of conscious control over

 his conduct ought to receive our unqualified respect? It is not uncommon

 to hear the complaint that someone who exercises this kind of control to

 the exclusion of all else appears too controlled, too rigid; one wishes he

 would show a little more abandon-let himself go. In point of fact,
 someone who exercises rational control exclusively has an air of

 unreality about him; his actions appear (just the opposite of what Kant

 would want to hear) mechanical. The reasons for this paradoxical effect
 are, of course, not totally mysterious. Someone who acts solely under "a

 discipline of reason" cuts himself off from those aspects of his being that
 contribute to our understanding of him as a human being, who acts and
 lives in the world as we do, who has a history, a particular psychological
 make-up and an emotional structure. Pure acts of will convey the

 impression of occurring in a vacuum. The mechanical effect is created by

 treating only the inner being, one's rational faculty, as an area of
 freedom, and by treating the outer being as an area of determined,
 law-governed sequences of causes and effects. The inner being moves;
 the outer being is moved. This is unreal.

 It is unreal on two counts: by making one's empirical, concrete

 existence into a world of blind causation and impulse, on the one hand,
 and by making the exercise of the will go on in a world elsewhere,
 completely outside and beyond the (natural) world we live in, on the
 other. Not only is it unreal to imagine the will as being active totally

 apart from concrete human conditions, it is also unreal to imagine that
 the moral worth of a person could have its source solely in the activity of
 the will. In his essay, "Morality and the Emotions," Bernard Williams
 makes a convincing case that "some element of passivity, " some sense in
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 which "moral impulses prompt us and courses of action are impressed

 on us, may itself make a vital contribution to the notion of moral

 sincerity. "61 It is also likely that some element of passivity plays a role in

 moral integrity and our deepest moral convictions. As Williams wrote,
 "We see man's genuine convictions as coming from somewhere deeper in

 him"62 than the place where he is only rationally active.

 VI

 Kant's sharp disjunction between reason and the passions-between
 holding one as active, and the other as passive-is encumbered further

 by an egoistic psychology. He wrote in The Critique of Practical
 Reason, "All the inclinations together (which can be reduced to a

 tolerable system, in which case their satisfaction is called happiness)
 constitute self-regard."63 Given this (narrow) definition of the human

 emotions, it follows automatically that any action that is done out of
 compassion or sympathy or love is done for some ulterior purpose, since
 these feelings are (by definition) self-interested, conducive either to the

 pleasure or to the happiness of the individual who experiences them.

 Since they are necessarily self-interested, they lack moral worth. Hume,
 for one, was (quite correctly) critical of this psychological hedonism:

 There is a principle ... which has been much insisted on by philosophers, and has

 been the foundation of many a system: that whatever affection one may feel or

 imagine he feels for others, no passion is or can be disinterested; that the most

 generous friendship, however sincere, is a modification of self-love; and that, even

 unknown to ourselves, we seek only our own gratification while we appear the most

 deeply engaged in schemes for the liberty and happiness of mankind.64

 Hume believed that some feelings could be other-regarding, in

 particular, sympathy-an affection that involves the person in "feeling

 with" others. One could then, according to Hume, be seen as doing
 something in the interests of others. What one did in the interests of
 others need not (necessarily) be in one's own interests. What Hume
 recognizes is the existence of certain sentiments, which direct the self

 away from an exclusive preoccupation with its own interests. Certain
 sentiments exist that can actually help the individual overcome

 selfishness. Schopenhauer felt this to be most true of love. He seems to
 have felt no contradiction, writing in On the Basis of Morality, "Unlike
 politeness ... love overcomes egoism, not ostensibly, but actually. "65 Or,
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 to choose a more contemporary example, Iris Murdoch speaks of love as

 "a kind of unselfish attention."166 On Kant's view of the emotions, to talk
 this way is self-contradictory. The trouble with the Kantian line stems

 from the extreme form in which it is put. It lumps all our feelings,

 dispositions, and sentiments together, glosses over their tremendous

 variety and subtlety, and considers them all to be ""selfish." Our feelings
 do not have moral worth because they all have an ulterior purpose, i.e.,

 the satisfaction or happiness of whomsoever happens to have them.

 The distinction is too sharp: between what is moral and done for its

 sake, and what is self-interested and done for some ulterior purpose,

 one's own sake. Given this distinction, some accounts of moral virtue
 make no sense. Take Philippa Foot's account of charity for an example:

 It will surely be allowed that quite apart from thoughts of duty, a man may care

 about the sufferings of others, having a sense of identification with them, and

 wanting to help if he can. Of course, he must not want the reputation of charity, nor

 even a gratifying role helping others, but, quite simply, their good. If this is what he
 does care about, then he will be attached to the end proper to the virtue of charity.67

 Here we have a description of a moral virtue that is done neither for

 one's own sake nor its own sake. Charitable actions are done for the sake

 of others, and "the end proper to the virtue of charity" is the good of

 others. What are we to make of a view that forces this example and

 others like it into one or another of Kant's two alternatives?

 VII

 Kant is right to notice that the dictates of moral reason can go against

 the promptings of our nature. I am not always inclined to do what

 morality teaches me is the good and right thing to do. Kant is right to

 notice that morality would lose much of its point if people naturally

 pursued the course indicated by morality. Morality exists, in part, to

 remind us when we are inclined in one direction that, perhaps, it would

 be better if we went in some other. But it is one thing to suggest that

 morality sometimes goes against our interests and quite another that

 morality is not in our interests at all. What good is a morality that is not
 at all in our interests-to whose demands we submit for its own sake and

 for the sake of nothing else? On Kant's terms, of course, the question

 "What good is it?" is out of place if the question is "What good will come

 of it?" Some good might come of it, and then again some good might
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 not; this is a contingent matter and has nothing to do with the moral

 value of doing one's duty. A truly moral person acts "out of respect for

 the moral law," and not for some good that will come from the action.

 What good is there in this? Well, the good of the moral law is to be found

 in the moral law itself, and whatever good consequences may come from
 it are irrelevant to its absolute worth. The moral law is worthy of our

 respect solely because it "sets before our eyes the sublimity of our

 nature."68

 The true motive of pure practical reasoning is no other than the pure moral law

 itself, inasmuch as it makes us conscious of the sublimity of our own super-sensible

 existence. . . 69

 The sublimity of our nature consists in the ability to rise above the

 natural order of cause and effect, to be "free as regards all laws of
 physical nature."70 But this ability in virtue of which respect is owed anu

 in virtue of which the moral law is recognized as good-in-itself, is "set

 before our eyes" only in the deliberative phase of pure practical

 reasoning. As Kant himself says, "There is not, indeed, any sublimity in

 him so far as he is subject to the moral law."71 So what good is there in

 submitting to the moral law? Kant might answer by saying that what

 comes from something that is good-in-itself is also good-in-itself. He

 might but, of course, he did not. If whatever comes from the moral law is
 good-in-itself, then not only submitting to it is good-in-itself but also

 whatever consequences come from submitting to it would be good-in-
 themselves, and we know that Kant not only believed that the

 consequences of submitting to the moral law were not always good, he
 believed the consequences could be harmful. What good, then, is there

 in submitting to the moral law?

 As far as I can make out, Kant has no direct answer to this question.

 The seriousness ofthis is obvious, for Kant then has made a case only for
 the incomparable worth of practical reasoning, not for practical action.

 Although he gives no direct answer, there are several indirect answers

 that suggest themselves. By submitting to the moral law that is of one's

 own making, one can escape, defeat, even quash, the laws of (one's own)

 nature. Now, although there is no good in submission-either to the

 moral law or to anything else-although there is no sublimity in being
 subject to the moral law, by making oneself subject to the moral law one

 is able to strike down, "thwart," one's own nature, and not be subject to
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 it. By submitting to the moral law, one achieves a kind of negative
 capability; one no longer submits to the laws of nature. In the Kantian
 scheme of things, there is a certain dignity to be found in the refusal to
 submit to the blind forces of one's nature.

 However, submission to the moral law itself is ungrounded. The idea
 that our moral principles are unconditionally binding may have more to

 do with "the relative stringency of our moral teaching," as Philippa Foot
 has written, "than the defenders of the categorical imperative would like
 to admit."172 Schopenhauer notices that Kant sometimes uses obedience
 (Gehorsam) where he means respect (Achtung). And this can serve no

 other purpose, he says, "than to veil the derivation of the imperative
 form and the concept of duty from theology ... and the language of the
 Decalogue. "73 In the Christian conception, of course, obedience is
 commanded by God, and His will is done out of respect for Him, a faith
 in His will. The man of true faith obeys the commandments not because

 he recognizes they are good but solely because He has commanded them,
 solely because they are His commandments. In Kant's secular version

 one submits to the moral law because it is the moral law. Although there
 may be some advantage to its being secular, Kant's version is no more

 intelligible than the Christian conception; indeed, without the Christian

 God and the concept of faith, Kant's version may be less intelligible. If
 no good can be seen to come from practical action, if submission to the

 moral law is not good-in-itself, Kant's doctrine becomes the celebration
 and contemplation of the moral law itself.

 It is perhaps too unkind to suggest that Kant gives no reason for
 acting in accordance with the moral law (other than repeating the moral
 law to us: "One ought to because one ought to'), because he felt morality
 was just too important to be left up to people themselves. But something
 on this order seems to have been on Kant's mind. People are not to be
 trusted to care about the sorts of things morality requires them to do. As
 Philippa Foot has written,

 We are apt to panic at the thought that we ourselves, or other people, might stop

 caring about the things we do care about, and we feel that the categorical
 imperative gives us some control over the situation.... Perhaps we should be less
 troubled than we are by fear of defection from the moral cause; perhaps we should
 even have less reason to fear it if people thought of themselves as volunteers banded

 together to fight for liberty and justice and against inhumanity and oppression. It is

 often felt, even if obscurely, that there is an element of deception in the official line
 about morality. And while some have been persuaded by talk about the authority
 of the moral law, others have turned away with a sense of disgust.74
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 VIII

 The special worth of the moral law is extracted from and located in

 concepts of pure reason alone. To show that a human being is capable of

 moral worth it is sufficient, for Kant, to show that he is a rational being.

 But on the supposition that man is a rational being, all Kant succeeds in

 showing is that man is capable of legislating universal laws to himself. It
 is in virtue of his capacity as a legislator of laws that he has dignity and is
 owed respect. The capacity to act in accordance with the laws one has

 legislated for oneself remains something of a mystery and is done less for

 its own sake than for the sake of that same rational being who derives

 and lays down the law. On Kant's theory one acts well not because it is
 good to act well, but rather not to act well, not to act in accordance with

 the laws one gives to oneself, would contradict one's rational nature. Not
 to act well would be a sign of disrespect for that aspect of our being, our
 rational aspect, which "sets before our eyes the sublimity of our own
 nature."

 There is an interesting, although somewhat speculative suggestion of

 Geoffrey Warnock's,75 namely, that Kant actually wanted to defend
 virtue and not reason as the proper object of respect in persons, but that

 his metaphysics prevented him from doing so. Presumably, sometime

 after writing the first Critique Kant underwent a change of heart; he no

 longer thought of pure reason alone as the distinctive mark of humanity,

 deciding instead to accord "primacy" to reason in its practical
 employment. Warnock quotes from a note of Kant's written in the

 1760s, in which "he attributes his conversion from 'the blinding

 prejudice' of veneration for the theoretical intellect to Rousseau."76
 Now Rousseau, in sharp contrast to Kant, was, of course, a "historian

 of the human heart,"77 according primacy to the passions over reason,
 who believed that a human being's most important asset was his
 capacity to "suffer with others" and that morality ultimately rested on
 the growth of compassion. To Rousseau, the exercise of pure reason

 alone could cut a person off from this basic human capacity: "When

 there is a street brawl the poor people rush to the scene and try to

 separate the fighters. The unmoved philosopher prudently walks away

 or closes his window. "78 By cutting oneself off from an awareness of
 others, one deprives oneself, Rousseau believed, of the possibility of

 morality and virtue. If reading Rousseau brought about a change of
 heart in Kant, this explains why he accorded a "primacy" to practical
 reason in his second Critique, and why "he came to abstain from
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 speaking in such reverential terms of Reason in general."79 The truth of
 the matter is, however, that Kant never changed the "unbendingly
 rationalistic"80 form of his philosophy sufficiently to accommodate and

 demonstrate this change of heart successfully. In the end, it is reason and
 reason alone, not virtue, that is the ultimate ground and basis for a
 respect for persons.

 Ix

 Respect is an elusive idea. A principle that urges us to treat one

 another as ends and never merely as means suffers from vagueness and

 ambiguity. However, once the principle is fit into Kant's moral theory,
 once it becomes apparent how it forms part of a wider set of other

 Kantian ideas and beliefs, the principle to treat one another as ends

 suffers less from the defects of vagueness and ambiguity, although it
 may thereby become less attractive.

 We might wonder what of Kant's view of a respect for person, of
 treating persons as ends, is salvageable, but so much of what he meant

 by a respect for persons is bound up with other aspects of his moral
 theory that it is virtually impossible to separate out his view of respect
 from his view of morality itself. This is perhaps how it should be. As
 John Rawls has recently remarked, "In isolation these notions (such as

 'a respect for persons') play no role that fixes or limits their use."'81 A
 framework is required within which the idea of a respect for persons can
 be fixed. The framework of Kant's moral theory serves to fix the idea of
 a respect for persons. Kant grounds a respect for persons in a point of

 view concerned primarily with a capacity to make and give laws freely to
 oneself, in the capacities for rationality and full autonomy. Contin-

 gencies play no role in his conception of the moral person; he gives us no
 reason for respecting a person for the particular being he or she happens
 to be. If Kant's conception of the moral person and his idea of what it
 takes to respect another are disturbingly dualistic, it is a defect these
 notions share with the whole of his moral theory. They are the way they
 are because they form part of a theory that is that way. It is difficult to
 imagine, therefore, how Kant's idea of a respect for persons can be taken
 from its original home and incorporated into someone else's theory
 without bringing along all the rest of the Kantian baggage. This is not to
 say that outside of his moral theory the notion of a respect for persons
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 makes no sense; rather, outside of his moral theory the notion of a
 respect for persons loses its identity as one of his ideas, since it derives its
 sense in large measure from the role it plays in the moral theory. The
 moral theory provides a context within which the meaning of a respect
 for persons becomes clearer, if not completely clear.

 No doubt it is a tribute to the power of Kant's moral philosophy that
 both Rawls and Nozick wish to claim that central notions of their own
 provide the best possible interpretation of what he meant by respecting
 persons as ends-in-themselves; but insofar a they have succeeded in
 giving a "plausible" interpretation of what it means to treat another as
 an end, never merely as a means, their interpretations are not likely to be
 interpretations of Kant's idea, since in each case a respect for persons is
 being made to fit into a different moral theoretical framework.

 This last point is perhaps too obvious. But in Rawls's case it is by no
 means insignificant, since the theory of justice itself with its framework
 of an original position is structured in such a way as to overcome the
 many dualisms in Kant's conception of the moral person. How success-
 ful Rawls has been in overcoming the dualisms inherent in the Kantian
 conception of moral personality will depend on how convinced we are
 by the background structure of the theory itself and the general
 requirements of the whole construction, rather than by any narrow
 philosophical analysis of this conception alone.
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